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Time Domain Processing Techniques Using Ring
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Abstract— The ability to process time-encoded signals with
high fidelity is becoming increasingly important for the time
domain (TD) circuit techniques that are used at the advanced
nanometer technology nodes. This paper proposes a compact
oscillator-based subsystem that performs precise filtering of
asynchronous pulse-width modulation encoded signals and makes
extensive use of digital logic, enabling low-voltage operation.
First- and second-order primitives are introduced that can be
used as TD memory or to enable analogue filtering of TD
signals. These structures can be modeled precisely to realize more
advanced linear or nonlinear functionality using an ensemble of
units. This paper presents the measured results of a prototype
fabricated using a 65-nm CMOS technology to realize a fourth-
order low-pass Butterworth filter. The system utilizes a 0.5-V
supply voltage with asynchronous digital control for closed-loop
operation to achieve a 73-nW power budget. The implemented
filter achieves a maximum signal to noise and distortion ratio
of 53 dB with a narrow 5-kHz bandwidth resulting in an figure-
of-merit of 8.2 fJ/pole. With this circuit occupying a compact
0.004-mm2 silicon footprint, this technique promises a substantial
reduction in size over conventional Gm-C filters, whilst addition-
ally offering direct integration with digital systems.

Index Terms— Filtering, VCO, time-domain, asynchronous
logic, low noise, delta-sigma, low voltage, mixed signal.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN digital architectures and energy constrained
devices are being increasingly challenged by device

variability and probabilistic computation that are incompatible
with today’s digital paradigm [1]. In contrast, many biological
processes such as the human visual system are robust to such
challenges. This has inspired research to explore alternative
means for signal representation and computation based on
phenomena observed in the natural world [2]. This has led
to the re-emergence of processing in the analogue domain as
an ‘accelerator’ inside a digital framework [3]. This is because
the efficiency of analogue processing can be far superior
to its digital equivalent for specific applications [4], [5].
However there remain many challenges that in practice prevent
such architectures from achieving a clear advantage. Current
systems demand an integrated System on Chip (SoC) solution
using digital CMOS technologies to realise cost effective per-
formance. This substantially degrades analogue performance
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and ultimately leads to the use of time domain (TD) cir-
cuits to mitigate a number of these issues [6]. Out of the
different signal modalities that have been established:
continuous-time continuous value (i.e. traditional analogue),
discrete-time continuous value (i.e. switched cap analogue),
discrete-time discrete value (i.e. traditional digital), these TD
circuits represent the continuous-time discrete value (i.e. asyn-
chronous digital) approach of representing information.

TD systems rely on encoding signals in terms of the delay
between instantaneous events such as clock edges or digital
pulses that can be manipulated using asynchronous or syn-
chronous digital logic with very high efficiency [7]. The nature
of digital provides immunity to supply noise and flexibility in
signal representation that is less sensitive to operating condi-
tions when compared to conventional voltage or current mode
processing. In fact these techniques are becoming increasingly
more widespread in recent years extending from the typical
use in phase locked loops (PLL) towards sensing [8] and
processing applications [9]. Moreover the ongoing trends in
supply voltage reduction and technology scaling will lead
to the time-based alternatives becoming increasingly more
favourable for digital system integration [10].

It is becoming increasingly important to establish which
techniques can process time-encoded signals in a way that is
robust towards noisy digital environments and the nonlinear
characteristics of nanometre-scale CMOS. Several methods
have already been developed for PLL subsystems such as
using noise to linearise time quantisation [11] or using two-
dimensional vernier lines to perform noise shaping [12]. One
example of a TD processing system is the event-driven digital
filter [13] that uses a reconfigurable delay line to process TD
signals asynchronously. This work applies different weights to
the delay line outputs to realise finite impulse response (FIR)
filtering without introducing clocked time quantization.

Delay based techniques for amplification [14], addition [15],
and subtraction [15] have been particularly successful for
MHz/GHz signals but tend to be incompatible with low
frequency control or when dealing with signals of dissimilar
bandwidths. This drawback is also characteristic of FIR tech-
niques due to the fact that millisecond delay lines are easily
prone to noisy aggressors and may require an exhaustive num-
ber of delay elements. Other systems use open loop voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO) structures for transducing low
frequency signals with reduced complexity [16], [17]. These
tend to rely on the linearity of capacitive discharge or voltage-
controlled frequency generation for precise processing. How-
ever this dependency is particularly vulnerable to process,
voltage and temperature variations or device dependent non-
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Fig. 1. Concept of processing multi-phase time-encoded signals using digital
logic, in combination with oscillator-based memory elements for retaining
system states.

linearities if correction/compensation is not performed. Digital
techniques have been proposed to reduce the overhead from
correction logic [8] but it would be desirable to reduce such
sensitivities.

This work proposes a ring oscillator based filter (ROF)
structure that reduces the complexity of existing TD systems to
realise a compact TD filter with closed loop operation for ultra-
low-power computationally intensive applications [18], [19].
The dynamics of this architecture are, in some way, similar
to asynchronous delta sigma modulators [20] or asynchronous
delta modulators [21], [22]. The difference is that the input and
output are time-encoded signals such that the functionality is
strictly focused on processing. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
This topology aims to exclusively use digital logic and asyn-
chronous control loops to adjust the phase of an oscillator
which is in turn used to generate digital feedback signals to
realise a continuous-time dynamical system or infinite impulse
response (IIR) in the digital domain.

Similarly to the three prior works, the presented implemen-
tation also targets near-threshold voltage operation by reduc-
ing or in this case eliminating the analogue nodes that necessi-
tate a large voltage swing. Instead the large signal components
are encoded using an asynchronous digital representation. The
presented technique rely on encoding phase using pulse-width
modulation (PWM) signals and utilising current-controlled
oscillators to achieve low distortion that do not require any
overhead for calibration. This approach considers the oscillator
as a TD memory element analogous to a capacitor in a Gm-C
circuit. The resulting circuit is operated asynchronously but
the concept of TD memory can also be found in clocked time
to digital converters (TDC) [23]. Furthermore, the auxiliary
digital subsystem will feature additional functionality and
flexibility in terms of event-driven/nonlinear outputs and gain
control.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows:
Section II describes the basic first/second order ROF structures
and ‘analogue’ processing characteristics; Section III elabo-
rates on digital processing techniques for manipulating TD sig-
nals; Section IV details the transistor level implementation;
Section V presents measured results and device characteristics;
and Section VI concludes this work with respect to the
achieved performance.

Fig. 2. Analogy between conventional analogue circuits and TD circuits in
relation to the four signal modalities.

II. ANALOGUE PROCESSING USING ROFs

The concept for the proposed topology that filters TD sig-
nals and allows local feedback without external clock-
ing or control is shown in Fig. 1.

This uses digital control to switch a transconductive element
adjusting the oscillator phase according to the intended filter
response. The feedback utilises the anti-aliasing properties pro-
vided by the current controlled phase modulation to reject high
frequency errors in the digital computation thereby allowing
the approximate computation presented in Sec. III.

The different signal representations and associated process-
ing domains are illustrated in Fig. 2. This shows how the
oscillator-based processing concept presented herein relates
to conventional analogue circuits, using phase information
instead of magnitude to represent signals. Traditional ana-
logue (continuous value and time) employs integration in
voltage (or time) using a transconductive element that is loaded
by a memory circuit. If the time however is discretized (i.e.
sampled-time analogue), there is a requirement for a fast
switch and large sampling capacitor. Alternatively, sampling
the phase information of an oscillator can be achieved by
simply using a clocked register (as the time encoded signal is
inherently quantized). This implies that TD systems are able to
utilize digital memories to significantly increase information
capacity with minimal demand on resource. The analysis
that follows develops expressions for this configuration by
considering structures that are analogous to single and two-
stage amplifiers [24].

The oscillator’s phase (φ) is extracted using an XOR-based
phase detector (PD). By using a differential structure,
the phase output will not need an external reference since the
XOR output will represent the phase difference (�φ) of two
synchronized oscillators. In fact this phase measurement is a
key feature that mitigates the need for external clocking or dig-
ital differentiation, as found in other realizations [6], [10].
Moreover the XOR PD does not experience distortion from
band-limiting digital gates such as the pulse swallowing seen
in [15]. Instead reducing the phase difference and equivalent
PWM modulation depth leads to a smaller digital bandwidth
requirement, which is not the case for the register based PD.
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Fig. 3. Implementation of the single-stage ROF topology showing: (a) the
switched current source driving an oscillator with closed loop feedback control
of the TD signals D, Q, E; (b) the simplified s-domain equivalent model based
on an ideal integrator in feedback.

A. Single-Stage ROF

A block diagram of the single-stage ROF is shown in Fig. 3.
The signals D & Q are PWM encoded TD signals that
are compared and subsequently generate a third output that
injects current into the differential oscillator such that the
two pulse widths are matched. This control will either
increase or decrease the relative phase and proportionally
adjust the pulse width of Q in a closed loop fashion. The oper-
ation depends on the integral relationship that the output phase
φ has with respect to injecting a small signal current i�. This
is characterised using an impulse sensitivity function (ISF)
originally developed for analysing CMOS oscillators [25].

φ (t) =
∫ t

−∞
�i�(ω0, τ ) i�(τ) dτ (1)

Eq. 1 models the ISF due to i� as �i�. This implies
the simplified s-domain model yields an integration factor
k1 ≈ I��i� . Strictly the ISF is a cyclostationary function
implying that � may have phase dependent sensitivity with
respect to i�. However because the current is injected into
the virtual supply node VR, this sensitivity is small as seen
from �ig in Fig. 11 and instead will be assumed phase
independent (for clarity). This allows for a relatively simple
argument to be made to estimate �i� for low-power ring
oscillators because the low-voltage operation implies that
essentially all biasing current will be used to charge and
discharge capacitors on each oscillator node. More specifically
the contribution of short circuit current is negligible due to
strictly non-overlapping conduction of the NMOS & PMOS
transistors in the oscillator and similarly the transistor area
will be sufficiently small to assume that the gate leakage
component is much smaller than IB.

Suppose qmax is the amount of charge dissipated by the
oscillator each period. Then it should follow that qmax = IB/fosc
by definition but this factor should also relate the total amount
of capacitance switched every cycle as qmax =N VRG Cgate,
where N, Cgate, VRG are the number of oscillator stages, total
capacitive load at the output of every oscillator stage, and
voltage across the oscillator respectively. More interestingly if
we now consider injecting some excess charge every cycle
then its impact is simply normalised by qmax leading to
�i� = 2π/qmax. The final result is that if this integrator
is configured for unity-gain feedback its bandwidth can be
summarised in Eq. 2.

f3d B = I�
qmax

= fosc
I�
IB

= I�
N VRG Cgate

(2)

Fig. 4. The compensated two-stage ROF topology which uses the first order
structure and introduces a more explicit pole due to the switched current
and load capacitor CL. Shown are: (a) implementation; and (b) the s-domain
equivalent as two ideal integrators in feedback.

These relations above are needed to point out a defining
characteristic of the single-stage ROF which is that the oscil-
lator frequency is directly related to the circuit bandwidth.
Moreover in practice it would make sense that the ratio I�/IB
is close to unity to maximise both bandwidth efficiency and
minimise the input referred offset due to any difference in fosc
between the two oscillators. A ratio larger than 1 inherently
leads to nonlinearity as VRG will become strongly dependent
on the dynamic current being switched and therefore vary f3dB
as a function of input. Instead VRG should be well-defined in
terms of the biasing current such that it can be estimated using
sub-threshold device operation VRG = Vth+ηUT ln(2IB/Ispec)
where Vth, η, UT, and Ispec are the transistor model parameters
for threshold voltage, slope factor, thermal voltage, device
specific current respectively [26]. This formulation allows the
nonlinear signal compression to be estimated as ε which is
expanded in Eq. 3 to determine an appropriate ratio � = I�/IB
where IC = IB/Ispec. Finally note the desirable property that
the open-loop gain is inherently infinite and independent of
any operating conditions. Moreover the digital output can
virtually drive any type of load without affecting the circuit
bandwidth.

ε = Vth + ηUT ln[2 IC(1 + �)]
Vth + ηUT ln(2 IC)

− 1 (3)

B. Two-Stage ROF

The two-stage ROF structure is shown in Fig. 4. This
provides more degrees of freedom in the design with a small
increase in complexity over the single-stage ROF. The main
difference here is that a more conventional charge pump
now precedes the oscillator and is responsible for the fil-
tering characteristics. By having the digital output drive the
capacitor CL the TD integrator is both compensated and able
to operate at maximum efficiency irrespective of oscillator
frequency. The s-domain coefficients are therefore k1= I�/CL
and k2=gmMB/qmax. The factor C in Fig. 4 accounts for the
total capacitance CT on VP/N that may attenuate the feedback
by defining it as C=CL/CT and gmMB is the transconductance
of the biasing transistor MB. This means that bandwidth
efficiency of the VCO integrator is now boosted by the
transistor’s sub-threshold slope 1/ηUT. The requirement of fosc
in fact becomes relaxed and may actually be smaller than the
circuit’s bandwidth if multiple phases are used to represent Q
in parallel denoted as K.
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Fig. 5. Characteristic phase and magnitude response of the two-stage ROF
structure with capacitive compensation.

The impact of processing multiple taps from the ring oscilla-
tor is two-fold. First the stability requirement for the VCO pole
location to lie outside the circuit bandwidth f3dB =k1 /2π gen-
erally becomes negligible as it is easy to guarantee k1<C K k2.
This condition implies that the loop has a phase-margin > 45°
when the two pole structure is put in unity-gain configura-
tion. Secondly the combined value of Q will in effect have
K+1 quantisation levels that due to the capacitive feedback
onto VP/N presents high frequency quantisation noise with
an amplitude of VDD/K. Similarly to the previous linearity
requirement regarding I�/IB, K should intentionally be large to
obtain linear behaviour of MB and the oscillators. Fortunately
K does not affect the efficiency or power dissipation of this
circuit as the product of K fosc is a constant for a fixed current
in IMB. Instead K influences circuit complexity to some extent.
Another benefit of the two-stage configuration is that although
the band-limiting capacitor needs to be broken up into K units
to accommodate all phases it is an explicit capacitor and unlike
the single-stage configuration it does not rely on the precise
control/matching of parasitic capacitance to determine the pole
location. Moreover charge pump circuits and the associated
dynamics have been studied extensively in PLL circuits [27]
and can easily be applied here. That said, it can be concluded
that the two-stage ROF should be used in scenarios when
the output and bandwidth characteristics need to be precise
and the single-stage ROF should be applied when focus lies
with performing asynchronous computation with diminished
requirements.

H (s) = k1 k2

s2 + C k2 s
· e−s td (4)

The open loop system response with capacitive compensation
is characterised by Eq. 4. This is derived using the linearised
model and introducing the impact of digital gate delay (td)
for further processing Q to the frequency response [10]. The
corresponding Bode plot is shown in Fig. 5. The second order
roll-off will assist in rejecting high frequency artefacts due
to any approximations made in the digital processing system.
It should also be evident from the linearised model that high
pass behaviour can be realised with the same feedback but
instead taking the output from the digital processing block
which is driving the charge-pump circuit.

III. DIGITAL PROCESSING USING ROFs

From the introduction it is clear that there is large variety
of techniques being used to process time domain signals

Fig. 6. Average PWM output for simple Boolean functions with a coherent
input. The output is evaluated with respect to the pulse width of A and the
delay �T.

with asynchronous logic. This section will present specific
techniques for manipulating the multi-phase PWM signals
that can be obtained from the ROF without introducing delay
lines. Applying Boolean functions to PWM signals can be
divided into two scenarios: coherent and incoherent operation.
This relates to the cases when the signals being operated on
are the exact same frequency (e.g. different phases of the
oscillator) or when they are different frequencies (e.g. when
processing the signals D & Q). It will be shown that these two
cases lead to significantly different behaviour.

A. Coherent Operations

The coherent operations useful for manipulating the mul-
tiple phases output by a single ring oscillator because these
delays are relatively well matched with respect to the oscillator
period, thereby allowing predictable outputs irrespective of
oscillator frequency. These simple operations are summarised
in Fig. 6. This visualises the average PWM output Q subject
to a PWM input A, the delay �T and a Boolean function B.
Here A is a periodic function with a normalised periodicity of
one. As expected Q is linear with respect to the pulse width
x of A. Let A be formally defined in terms of Eq. 5 such that
Q can be evaluated as Eq. 6. This calculates the mean value
of Q over the period of A denoted as T.

A(τ, x) =
{

1 τ (mod 1) < x

0 otherwise
(5)

E[Q(x,�T )] =
∫ 1

0
B(A(τ, x), A(τ − �T, x)) dτ (6)

However most of these operations can be visualised in terms of
adding and removing pulses using delayed components of A.
For instance using an OR gate with a delay of 0.5T will add
an identical pulse at half the period and realise the equivalent
‘gain’ of 2x and effectively doubling the frequency of A. This
example also illustrates that clipping will occur if x exceeds
0.5T as a natural consequence of overflow/saturation. Note that
the output of B for the AND and OR gates have 3 regions that
exhibit saturation, linear dependency, or gain. The interesting
aspect here is that the point of clipping can be chosen freely by
closely inspecting the region in Fig. 6 for which B is always 1.
An underflow will occur for a pulse width smaller than c when
using an AND gate with a delay of cT and an overflow will
occur for a pulse width larger than (1-c) if an OR gate is
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Fig. 7. Average PWM output and the analytical result for a gain of 2x (blue),
gain of 4x (green), and the complement of the absolute value for x-0.5 with
the exact Boolean operator B annotated.

Fig. 8. Average PWM output for simple Boolean functions with incoherent
inputs A & B. The output is evaluated with respect to the pulse width of each
input.

used with a delay of cT. The clipping regions will not exceed
0.5 unless we combine more phases to realise larger ‘gain’
factors as illustrated in Fig. 7.

B. Incoherent Operations

Typically it will be the case that the signals of interest will
not have the same frequency which requires us to consider
how the two PWM signals A & B interact with one another.
The primary interest will still lie with the average or near-
DC behaviour of the Boolean function because the ROF is
inherently lowpass in response. The main concern is associated
with the beat frequency of the two PWM carrier frequencies
fA-fB. This is because this spur needs to lie sufficiently outside
of the f3dB bandwidth for us to make the approximation that
B is uncorrelated with respect to A. This implies that the
pulse B can be assumed uniformly distributed with respect
to A. The circuit bandwidth will represent the averaging time
constant and should ideally not be subject to carrier dependent
tones such that a precise output is maintained. The oscillator
frequencies are easily perturbed and subject to drift making
this assertion quite reasonable in practice. As a result the
average output Q due to two PWM signals with pulse width
x & y can be calculated using the expression in Eq. 7.

E[Q(x, y)] ≈
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
B(A(τ, x), B(t − τ, y)) dτdt (7)

This type of processing uses concepts from stochastic
computation [28], [29] since the two digital signals interact
with respect to a probability distribution that is shaped using

Fig. 9. The result from applying an AND gate(blue), OR gate (green), and
XOR gate (red) to two PWM signals with equal pulse width but are modulated
by different frequencies with the analytical polynomial annotated as a function
of pulse width x.

the Boolean operator. The difference however is that these
bitstreams themselves are not stochastic in the large signal
sense and they are not clocked by some specific frequency.
Instead the bitstreams are intentionally decorrelated by choos-
ing different carrier frequencies. The primitive operations are
summarised in Fig. 8 with respect to the PWM signals A
and B. In some cases these operations will lead to nonlin-
ear or polynomial behaviour which can be observed in Fig. 9.
In addition the inverse of these functions can also be realised
by manipulating the feedback and using B(Q,R) instead of Q
directly where R is the output of a single-stage ROF in unit
gain feedback with the input Q but the carrier frequency is
doubled to decorrelate R from Q.

IV. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

This particular implementation focuses on achieving robust
low-voltage operation and minimising analogue complexity to
enable larger multi-channel systems. A commercially available
TSMC 65 nm CMOS LP MS RF technology (1P9M 6X1Z1U
RDL) was used to develop a lowpass filter that processes
the signals from the TD instrumentation circuit in [30] and
illustrates the basic performance characteristics of the ROF
structure. The proposed circuit is detailed in Fig. 10 which can
be divided into four sub-blocks: digital control (a), analogue
integrator (b), TD integrator (c), and the oscillator stages
(d & e).

A. Charge Pump

The switches SA/B/C control how a reference current IB
is pumped differentially into nodes VP/N. Transistors M1−2
provide common mode regulation on VP/N and mirrors the
biasing current into the ring oscillators using M3−4. This is
extended for multi-phase inputs by operating several charge
pumps in parallel. Any resulting voltage difference across
VP/N injects a differential current into the TD integrator as
M3−4 represent a pseudo-differential pair. Although it is not
shown M3−4 is split up into 5 devices of which two have
their drain connected to the opposite polarity which allows us
to manipulate the I�/IB ratio. This leads to a smaller VCO
bandwidth and induces more filtering with better linearity.
Using high Vth devices for M1−4 allows the common mode
of VP/N to be placed close to 250 mV which leaves enough
voltage headroom for the switches and biasing transistors.
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Fig. 10. Detailed transistor level implementation of the second-order ROF structure. Here the digital gates in: (a) implement a difference operator; (b) is
the switched current DAC; (c) is the floating differential ring oscillator structure; (d) is the differential delay cell, and (e) is the corresponding buffer that
amplifies the oscillator voltage to full swing. All device sizes are shown in (f).

Fig. 11. Post-layout simulation results showing to one of the oscillator
outputs in a) for reference and the ISF �ig , �io , �ir for injecting a small
signal charge at the virtual ground, oscillator output, and virtual rail nodes.

B. Differential Oscillator

Each oscillator consists of 7 differential delay stages each of
which use a cross coupled load resulting in a total of 14 out-
puts. This structure is based on [31] to achieve additional
supply noise rejection when compared to the conventional ring
oscillator. The 5 nA biasing current for each charge pump will
lead to sub-threshold operation of all analogue devices which
means the oscillator output that swings around VR & VG is
only 100 mVpp with a transition time of 1/(14 fosc). Amplify-
ing this output to improve signal transition time with high effi-
ciency is achieved by a buffer that recovers the digital signal
integrity and also uses positive feedback provided by M16−17.
This particular configuration requires some consideration with
respect to the the optimal operating conditions of the buffer.

The charge sensitivity for this oscillator is shown in Fig. 11.
The ISF has been extracted using using post-layout simulation
results. The sensitivities �ig , �ix , and �ir are evaluated by
injecting 1 fC of charge �Q into the nodes VGP, VOP, VR
and evaluating the change in phase with respect to having
no charge injected. Then � is characterised by systematically
injecting charge at some point in time (tq) with respect
to the oscillator period and performing normalisation as
�(tq)=2π �φ(tq) fosc/�Q to obtain the small signal equivalent.
This illustrates the phase independent characteristic of �ir as

Fig. 12. Implementation of the linearised TDFA unit which calculates the
difference with respect to the two PWM encoded signals D & Q. (a) Digital
logic for B operator. (b) Average output from B due to the pulse width of D
& Q.

well as the 100 mV swing of the oscillator. Note that noisy
aggressors coupled through �ir are common to both phase
outputs and rejected by the low impedance from M5. The
behaviour of �ix is also interesting because when the output
is not transitioning the coupling is shorted to either virtual
supply and therefore has equivalent sensitivity. However dur-
ing a transition there is a brief doubling sensitivity as it is
being injected into one node instead of being loaded by the
differential structure. It should be noted that �ix is not very
representative for modelling how noise couples at the output
since many sources will be psuedo-common to all stages (e.g.
substrate noise) and the transistor noise is further affected by
the operating point of the device itself.

C. TDFA Unit

The PWM difference operator or time-domain full-
adder (TDFA) unit is detailed more clearly in Fig. 12. This
shows that a crucial aspect of computing with incoherent
TD signals lies with carefully using different signal represen-
tations. In this case the nonlinearity that would have been
expected from Sec. III-B is negated by using a 1.5 bit ternary
encoding. Instead the output Q is linearly dependent on the
difference in pulse width of D & Q without distortion. This
is important because in-band distortion is not shaped by the
filter and any nonlinearity from B will propagate to the output
including down modulated PWM carrier spurs.
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Fig. 13. Microphotograph of the fabricated device showing the chip with
annotated floor plan in (a) while the P1,M1,M2 layers of the ROF layout are
highlighted in (b) (n.b. metal fill omitted for clarity).

Fig. 14. Experimental setup used for characterising the ROF filters. Various
off-chip instruments are used to supply power and analogue test signals to the
device while a Saleae Logic digital acquisition tool samples the PWM output
from the chip.

D. Fabricated Prototype

The fabricated device is shown in Fig. 13. This prototype
integrates a number of TD sensing systems together where
the TD ROF structure is located in the lower left section. This
subsystem operates together with an asynchronous analogue to
time converter (ATC) such that the measured characterisation
reflects system-level performance. Moreover this mitigates any
difficulty associated with precisely generating PWM encoded
signals off-chip and transmitting them to the filter under low
noise conditions. The entire system is 7200μm2 in size and
one ROF is around 30×40 μm2. Excluding the ATC this filter
structure has a 3600μm2 silicon footprint. There is also a
reconfigurable asynchronous DSP block that realises several
different coherent Boolean operations intermediate to the ATC
and ROFs blocks. In particular there are variable-gain blocks
that use the gain function from Sec. III-A.

V. MEASURED RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

A custom test platform was developed to characterise the
fabricated ASIC using Raspberry Pi 3 development board to
provide a graphical interface that automates the low level
device control and test routines. This setup is illustrated
in Fig. 14 with a photograph of the custom PCB in Fig. 15.
The SPI interface allows the hardware to be reconfigured
using a configuration register where 3 bits are used to fine
tune the biasing current IB and another 10 bits are used for
variable gain (VG) settings and output control. As shown the
ROF signal chain consists of 6 blocks in the following order:
ATC, VG, ROF, VG, MUX. The ATC will sense and amplify

Fig. 15. Photograph of the custom printed circuit board used for testing the
ASIC.

Fig. 16. Spectral power densities of the ROF PWM output with a
4 mVpp 1 kHz differential input signal where the distortion has been annotated
in red and the oscillator harmonics are annotated in blue.

5 mVpp differential signals and generate a PWM encoded
signal with a 450 kHz carrier frequency. The VG blocks can
select additional X1-X4 gain settings using only digital logic.
The cascaded ROF provides a 4th order lowpass filter and the
MUX gives control over which signals are sent off chip. Not
all the TD phases will be sent off chip because of noise and
overhead concerns. Instead the MUX will output one phase
from the ATC or ROF for preliminary characterisation during
asynchronous operation. The digital bit stream appearing at
the output is then acquired at 100 MS/s over 1 second using a
digital scope.

B. Filter Characteristics

Taking the Fourier transform of the PWM output gives the
spectrum shown in Fig. 16. Here the ROF oscillator frequency
is observed at around 35 kHz with the corresponding higher
harmonics. The bandwidth of this filter was designed to be
5 kHz which means these aggressors are sufficiently rejected
for most applications. In fact the measured filter response
in Fig. 17 shows the cascaded ROF will reject these har-
monics by more than 50 dB. More practically, when the
output of the ROF output needs to be sampled without the
interference of such harmonics, this structure can easily be
transformed into an oversampling TDC that decimates the
PWM signal and filters out of band components [17], [30].
This particular setup uses a 5.2 nA biasing current which
leads to the charge-pump pole being precisely situated at
the 5 kHz. Because the VCO pole location suffers from
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Fig. 17. Measured filter response due to a 4 mVpp differential sinusoidal
input at frequencies from 1 kHz to 100 kHz.

increased variability it is intentionally placed at twice the
charge-pump cut-off frequency. It is evident from Fig. 17
that verifying the post-fabrication pole position and the corre-
sponding variance remains challenging. If necessary this pole
location can be calibrated using established techniques such as
trimming M3−4 or introducing a digitally-switched capacitive
load [32] at the cost of increasing circuit complexity.

C. Linearity

Using a 1 kHz tone, the linearity characteristics are shown
in Fig. 18. It is important to note that the use of an on-chip
ATC implies that the distortion also includes nonlinearity from
the amplifying ATC. The signal processing chain can accept
a maximum input 4 mVpp under before the ATC feedback
loop starts to overload the asynchronous �
 modulator. These
measurements show that a maximum total harmonic distor-
tion (THD) and spurious-free dynamic range SFDR of 53 dB
is achievable for a 0.6 mVpp input amplitude. The noise floor
is slightly higher than −80 dB and calculating the integrated
noise over 10 kHz indicated that the maximum SNR is 55 dB
for a 4 mVpp input signal that has a THD of 44 dB. In order
to minimise the impact of ATC nonlinearity a 2x VG setting
is used during this test such that the ATC output is at −4 dB
of the full range but the ROF processes signals near the full
input dynamic range.

D. Supply Noise Sensitivity

The PSRR has been tested using a 10 mVpp tone at different
frequencies while the ATC input was shorted together. The
result is presented in Fig. 19. This perturbation induces output
tones at −55 dB of the full range which when referred to
the 4 mV input range implies a PSRR of 63 dB. This level
of supply coupling is difficult to improve because of this
measurement setup and the ADC nature of the ATC. The
implementation of the ATC uses VDD as reference voltage such
that it is coupled asymmetrically to analogue nodes degrading
supply rejection even in differential configurations. Although
the impact of using the differential oscillator structure is
not well represented, any further degradation in PSRR is
prevented and the input referred noise-floor is not corrupted by
supply noise coupled from the digital switching. Moreover this
figure should be very representative for larger scale or multi
channel systems as this implementation only uses a 2.5 pF

Fig. 18. Measured harmonics due to a 1 kHz differential input tone with
increasing input amplitudes. The spectral power of the output tones are
calculated with respect to the maximum output dynamic range.

Fig. 19. Measured PSRR of the entire system due to a 10 mVpp sinusoidal
signal on top of a 0.5 V bias driving the system’s VDD at frequencies from
50 Hz to 60 kHz.

decoupling capacitor for the shared 0.5 V supply. It can thus be
expected that using more decoupling capacitance or separating
the supplies will further improve this figure at the cost of
allocating more resources.

E. Performance Summary

The filter performance is summarized in Table I. The circuit
power consumption has been measured to be 73 nW of which
simulation results indicate 16 nW is dissipated in the charge
pump plus oscillator circuits and 21 nW is dissipated by
the biasing circuits. The remaining 36 nW is due to digital
control and PWM switching. One of these contributions comes
from applying digital feedback onto the capacitor CL which
is 560 fF. This is expected to dissipate power according
to foscCLV2

DD or in this particular case 3 nW. This later
component can be become substantial if the supply voltage
is not small enough or if very low-noise performance is
required since in-band noise performance is directly depen-
dent on CL. However when compared to other works the
achieved performance is comparable and can operate with
good energy efficiency. This is evaluated using the figure-
of-merit (FOM) from [34] which is defined in Eq. 8 using
the system power (Psys) and the number of poles (Npoles) to
normalise performance. The most substantial gain from the
ROF filter is that the reduced complexity leads to a very
compact implementation that is not only considerably smaller
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TABLE I

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART

than state-of-the-art but also more capable of reconfigurable
functionality. Based on KT/C relations we may expect all-
analogue processing to be more power efficient in a noise
limited scenario because such systems can take advantage of
the transistor sub-threshold slope. This drawback is similar to
the noise performance from all-digital PLLs in comparison
to sub-sampling PLLs. However the time-domain circuits
will allow far superior linearity & dynamic range during
ultra low voltage operation which the all-analogue systems
cannot achieve. The 65 nm technology primarily influences
the impact of excess digital switching from the asynchronous
logic/overhead. Using an advanced CMOS technology allows
most of the power to be dissipated in the oscillator and enables
more efficient performance

FO M = Psys

Npoles f3d B DR
(8)

VI. CONCLUSION

This work presents the first system to explicitly deliver
IIR or analogue filtering for PWM encoded signals asyn-
chronously using standard CMOS technology. The imple-
mentation and model of a low-complexity oscillator based
filter is detailed to complement existing FIR and delay line
based techniques for clockless processing of time-encoded
signals. The proposed topology can deliver 53 dB SFDR
with a maximum SNR of 55 dB while operating at 0.5 V.
The extensive use of digital logic allows highly flexible and
reconfigurable oscillator based computing for future ultra-
low-power systems in nanometre CMOS. Measured results
demonstrate 8.17 fJ/pole efficiency for the 5 kHz bandwidth
and reports an area requirement of 0.004 mm2. In fact unlike
prior art this topology is substantially more efficient and com-
pact at processing asynchronous TD signals that have reduced
bandwidths or require low frequency filtering than state-of-
the-art. Moreover the ROF primitives and digital processing
techniques presented here can be directly applied to ultra-low-
power �
 modulators and mixed signal systems due to its
simplicity and affinity for low voltage mixed signal operation.
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